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Washing cup/jug & bowl
Toothbrush & floss
Toothpaste & mouthwash
Daily/weekly makeup
Perfume
Hairbrush & regular use hair accessories
Glasses & lenses/solution
Nail file/scissors/clippers
Tweezers
Cotton tips
Cotton balls/pads
Face/eye wash & creams
Personal products

EXAMPLES OF ITEMS THAT CAN BE KEPT IN A BATHROOM VANITY:
 

 
PLEASE NOTE: This list is just a guide! If you don't use some of the items here regularly; if you use them
elsewhere (eg, shower); if you're tight on space; if you use items not listed here; or if you have room to
fit more than just daily use items, than adjust this list accordingly.  The aim is to have this space set up
functionally with the stuff YOU use daily.

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND WHEN PURGING:
 
Do I use it? This is a yes or no question. If you bought it once or received it as a gift or sample then
it's likely it's not something you use. Time to get rid of it. 
Is it extra? We often have spare bottles of lotions/sprays etc. Spare bottles should be stored
elsewhere and only products currently in use stay in your vanity.
Would I buy it today? Sometimes that's all you need to ask yourself to help you come to a decision
over whether to keep something or not.
 

Travel size toiletries. If you do need them for travelling, keep them in your hand luggage case
or with other travel items.
Nearly empty bottles
Expired products
Unused products that you "might try one day"

EXAMPLES OF ITEMS THAT CAN BE PURGED:
 

 
If you're having a hard time throwing out items which are unused but still usable, try giving them
to your cleaner. She'll be thrilled and you won't be upset that it's going to waste. Just don't keep it
in your house!
 
 


